In the first paper of this two-part series, the assembly variant design system architecture and complementary assembly methodology were presented. The general complementary assembly models, hierarchical assembly model and relational assembly model, are established which were further specified as the Assembly Variants Model (AVM) and the Assembly Mating Graphs (AMGs) respectively to cater for the needs for assembly variant design. This paper discusses the assembly variant design methodology which is based on these assembly models. The matching components are searched and retrieved from the AVM and then the constraint groups are identified by manipulating the AMGs. Then the assembly variant design process is formulated as a mixed-integer (linear or nonlinear) programming problem which is solved using a standard solver or heuristic. This methodology provides a systematic approach to facilitate the variant design of complex assembly products in the agile manufacturing environment. Finally, a prototype system is developed and examples are presented.
Introduction
The agile manufacturing environment is characterized by product mass customization, mass proliferation and reduced order quantities (Goldman et al., 1995) . Another irreversible trend that is not unique to agile manufacturing is that manufactured products are becoming more and more complex in both structure and technology content (Whitney, 1995) . A methodology that helps to create new complex assembly designs based on existing related product designs is in great demand. Variant design is a common practice to alleviate designers from reproducing existing design processes, shorten product development, reduce cost, and finally enable the manufacturing companies to develop individualized products based on existing mature designs. However, a literature review has shown us that most current variant design methods are focused on the redesign of single components. This research is motivated by this perceived lack of assembly-product-oriented variant design methodologies.
Compared with the variant design of single components, the variant design process for complex assemblies is dif- * Corresponding author ficult due to interactions between the constituent components. The assembly variant design methodology developed rests on the concept of a Constraint Group (CG). Physical contact between constituent components of an assembly creates constraints on the relative positions of the components (Mullins and Anderson, 1998) . As a result, any dimensional change in a component might require an appropriate change in the other components involved in the constraint. An interrelated subset of components are called a CG. Assembly variant design is driven by customer needs which are in turn couched in terms of the requirements of constituent components. In an assembly variant model matching components are searched and retrieved. Then for each assembly variant, the CGs are identified by manipulating corresponding assembly mating graphs. The variant design process is finally formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem which is solved using a standard solver. The optimal solution provides insights about how to modify existing component designs to form a new assembly design with an optimal redesign time and cost.
This paper is organized as follows. The relevant literature is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the assembly variant design methodology. The software implementation is presented in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 5. 0740-817X C 2005 "IIE"
Literature review on variant design
Design is an ill-structured domain where the knowledge required for problem solving cannot be formalized into a robust model (Watson and Perera, 1997) and there are no well-defined, unique and optimum solutions (Francis et al., 1992) . These problems have motivated a significant research effort. Finger and Dixon (1989) classify research on the design process in mechanical engineering into two categories: (i) descriptive models; and (ii) prescriptive models. No matter what perspective researchers take, be it the function implementation design process of Shimomura et al. (1998) , the cross-functional design decision-making process of Krishnan et al. (1997) or the design specification transformation process of Suh (1990) the ultimate purpose is to capture the insights of successful designs so that the experience and practice can be used in new designs. It is known that designers use their experience of design along with combinations and adaptations of previous designs or parts of designs in creating a new design (Akin, 1986) . This is the foundation of the variant design method that is aimed at increasing design standardization, reducing product proliferation, and reducing design lead time and cost by using existing mature designs. Stutz and Kashyap (1989) separate design into three categories distinguished by the degree of creativity involved in each case.
1. Original design is the process of creating an entirely new artifact by means of a revolutionary new method or group of methods. 2. Adaptive design is the process of applying a known solution principle to a problem which is largely different than any previously solved. 3. Variant design refers to the process of applying known solution principles to a set of specifications which has only a slight variance from a known solution to a largely similar problem.
Variant design makes up approximately 30% of the activities in mechanical design (Stutz and Kashyap, 1989) . Similarly, Prebil et al. (1995) classifies design into novel design, adaptive design and variant design. They argue that approximately 70% of design work consists in adaptive and variant design, and only a minor part can be characterized as novel design according to analyses made in large companies.
Variant design methods are widely used in component design and process planning stages. One fundamental issue in variant design is to code the design scheme. The most successfully used mechanism to capture design and manufacturing attributes of mechanical components is Group Technology (GT) and hence its use is undisputed in variant mechanical design. GT recognizes and exploits similarities by performing like activities together, standardizing similar tasks and efficiently storing and retrieving information about recurring problems (Hyer and Wemmerlov, 1985) .
In industry, it is applied in design to reduce product proliferation, and in manufacturing to enhance productivity, quality and profitability (Allen, 1994) . Historically, classification and coding schemes were used to represent important design and manufacturing attributes through a string of alphanumeric characters, i.e., GT codes. Some of these include: Opitz (Opitz, 1970) DCLASS (Allen and Smith, 1980) MICLASS (Anon, 1986) and KK3. A limiting factor in the use of GT is the enormous effort required to derive the GT code for each part in a company's database. The coding process has to date mainly been manual, allowing for inconsistencies and errors (Kinsey, 1992) .
As to the methods to perform the variant design, Fowler (1996) mentions the two most widely used variant design methods: (i) analogical reasoning applied to design; and (ii) case-based reasoning applied to design. The latter is also called case-based design (Watson and Perera, 1997) . Analogical reasoning applied to design focuses on how to map existing problem solutions to new problems and focuses on reasoning and decision-making. The following issues are of major concern.
1. Representation: what information about the original design decisions is needed in order to retrieve them, and how should it be expressed? 2. Acquisition: how can this information be captured? 3. Retrieval: given a problem, how can relevant previous designs be found? 4. Correspondence: which objects, goals, constraints, etc.
in the new design correspond to which ones in the old design? 5. Appropriateness: when should a given plan or plan step be replayed? 6. Adaptation: how can a previous plan be altered to fit a new problem? 7. Partial reuse: which parts of a plan can be replayed by themselves?
Case-based reasoning applied to design encompasses aspects of problem solving by analogy and by closely examining the issues of what aspects of existing problem solutions need to be represented in conjunction with how to select existing problem solutions relevant to the problem at hand. The widespread use of variant design methods is hindered by the following factors.
1. Although the computer-based tools currently used in the design process have progressed dramatically in terms of geometric coverage, analysis capabilities, accuracy, visualization capability and speed, the fact that designers will need to redesign existing designs, or gain insights from the knowledge captured in an existing design, has not changed, nor is it likely that it ever will (Fowler, 1996) . 2. The feature-based and parametric modeling capabilities of current CAD systems support variant design only in the sense that they may simplify certain aspects of redesign but they do not by themselves make for an environment enabling variant design (Fowler, 1996) . 3. Analogical reasoning and case-based design illustrate the complex issues that need to be considered for autonomously retrieving and applying existing designs to solve new design problems (Fowler, 1996) . 4. It is widely used in medicine where the design attributes are specific and relatively easy to capture and civil engineering where the structure of functional units are highly standardized. Unfortunately this method is not readily available in mechanical design due to the geometrical complexity of mechanical components and complicated relationships between components.
It is noted that most current variant design methods are aimed at single components. In this research, the scope of variant design is expanded to include complex assemblies. This is a challenging task since the variant design process is complicated by relationships between constituent components and hence a new variant design methodology needs to be developed for complex assemblies. The following sections cover the literature that is related to assembly-level variant design approaches, and how our approach differs from these existing approaches.
Parametric scaling and product family design
Parametric scaling and product family design research have been conducted in related areas. Nayak et al. (2002) have presented the variation-based platform design method that allows the design of a product family to satisfy a range of performance requirements by using the variation of a product design in a family. A decision support problem is used in their paper to solve the tradeoff between satisfying the requirement for product variety whilst still minimizing the deviation of the input design variables. The authors used the developed method to design a family of universal electric motors to meet a range of torque requirements. D' Souza et al. (2002) used genetic algorithms to generate feasible designs to satisfy a variety of performance criteria based on varying levels of commonality. They found that increased commonality can adversely impact on the performance of the products. To reduce this impact of the commonality on performance, Hernandez et al. (2002) proposed specifying different levels of commonality for the various features and components of a product family. In Messac et al. (2002) , the authors used a product family penalty function to select common and scaling parameters for families of products from scalable product platforms. The authors used the non-platform variables as the scale factors to design variant models and common parameters were used to provide commonality. However, they did not consider the variant design of assembly products and specifically the components mating relationships during parametric scaling of each individual component. More specifically, our approach allows us to "mix-and-match" components from different assem-blies to develop the variant assembly design. In the process some dimensions can be scaled up while others can be scaled down.
Parametric design and constraint-based modeling
Parametric or variational Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems are mostly based on a feature-based representation of solid objects. Constraint-based modeling techniques are commonly used in parametric modeling involving defining or editing the shape of features or their positions and orientations as well as interrelations (Anderl and Mendgen, 1995) . The constraints can be applied by the designer or can be detected automatically. In a parametric CAD system, once the shape of a part or an assembly is designed then the variants can be derived by changing the dimension values, engineering parameters or the feature history of the part (Chen and Hoffman, 1995) . In this representation method, feature operations such as generated features, modifying features and datum features are used to represent the components. The feature-based model is then processed by a design compiler to define and place the features by solving specified constraints. In comparison with our purposed method we highlight the following differences: (i) the approach is restricted to those designs that can be specified in parametric/constraint-based models and the large number of existing designs would be unsupported by this method; (ii) indirect relationships (refer to Part I) are rarely specified in these models and the designer will have to address them manually; (iii) the designer does not have cost of time guidance on how to change dimensions/parameters, certainly not in a holistic manner (see Section 3.6); and (iv) when "mixing-and-matching" components from various constraint-based models, new constraints have to be reestablished, which could make variant design very tedious.
Assembly variant design methodology
The assembly variant design methodology developed in this paper is based on assembly models, the assembly variants model and assembly mating graphs, described in the companion paper (Wang et al., 2005) . First the matching components are searched and retrieved using the assembly variants model and they are then organized into the so-called projected assembly variants model. Then the CGs are identified by manipulating the corresponding assembly mating graphs. Finally, the variant design of each CG is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem. This section discusses the details of the variant design methodology.
Similar component search based on assembly variants model
An assembly variant design is driven by customer needs which are transformed into product specifications and are then further broken down into specifications for each component. The component variants at the component-level are then searched and retrieved from the assembly variants model. It is not the intention of this paper to develop a detailed procedure for component search and retrieval. Interested readers are referred to Iyer and Nagi (1997) . The retrieved components are then organized into a format compatible with the Assembly Variants Model (AVM).
A graphical representation of this information is shown in Fig. 1 . The alternatives for each subassembly or component are also shown in the figure as oval nodes. Figure 1 clearly shows the combinatorial nature of the assembly variant design. The assembly product is composed of many subassemblies and components and in turn each subassembly or component has a number of alternatives. This results in a large number of possible assembly configurations even for a moderately sized assembly product. Components that are similar serve as the basis for the specific assembly variant design. Having determined the possible component alternatives, the following section highlights the capture of relationships between these components using the concept of CGs.
Concept of a CG
Physical contact between constituent components of an assembly creates constraints on the relative positions of the components. As a result, any dimensional change in a component might result in changes in the other components involved in the constraint. An interrelated subset of components are called a CG. The identification of the CGs in an assembly is very useful. As noted by Mullins and Anderson (1998) , the identified geometric constraints in mechanical assemblies can be used to:
1. Provide feedback on dimensional sensitivity to the designer.
2. Identify relationships that the designer may not recognize or fully comprehend. 3. Allow a reduction in the design time by making it easier to modify an existing design. 4. Be useful for both top-down and bottom-up design modes.
The developed assembly variant design methodology is based on the concept of a CG. For each representative type of assembly variant, the CGs can be identified by manipulating the corresponding assembly mating graph. Then, variant design is performed to make the components in the CGs fit with each other by formulating it as a mixed-integer linear programming problem.
CG identification
In this paper, the mating conditions are modeled at single geometric or form-feature-level. The "fit" is defined as a mating relationship where, for instance, two cylindrical features fit together with the center lines of the two features coinciding. Under this circumstance, the CGs are composed of either "fit" or "against" mating relations but not both. As a result, the CGs can be classified into two categories: a Fit Constraint Group (FCG) which is a CG that is composed of "fit" mating relations only, and an Against Constraint Group (ACG) which is a CG that is solely composed of "against" mating relations. Accordingly, each Assembly Mating Graph (AMG) which corresponds to a specific representative assembly variant can be decomposed into two subsets/subgraphs: the fit AMG as shown in Fig. 2 and the against AMG as shown in Fig. 3 . The fit AMG as shown in Fig. 2 captures the "fit" mating relations for a medium speed wheel support assembly, whereas the against AMG as shown in Fig. 3 captures the "against" mating relations. The identification of the FCGs and ACGs can be based on the fit AMG and against AMG respectively. The FCG is a group of components constrained by "fit" mating conditions. From a geometric constraints perspective, each fitting pair forms a CG itself. However, the interactions between fitting pairs complicates the variant design. Basically, the FCGs can be classified into two categories: (i) an isolated FCG; and (ii) a combined FCG. An isolated FCG is composed of two components that are interacting with each other using a pair of mating features. Apart from these features there are no other interactions between the components. Figure 4 shows the isolated FCGs of a medium-speed wheel support assembly. In contrast, a combined FCG is a subset of components that are fitting with each other in such a way that a single feature of a component fits with all the remaining components in that subset (i.e., a one-to-many relationship). For example, as is shown in Fig. 5 , the shaft, spacer1, buffet1, bearing1, wheel, bearing2, buffet2 and spacer2 form a combined FCG because the shaft fits with all the remaining components in the subset through a single feature mf 2 of the shaft. The constituent components of a combined FCG form a star in graph/network theory. The distinction between isolated and combined FCGs is important from a variant design perspective since an isolated FCG causes local changes whereas a combined FCG causes dimensional changes to many components, which might be more costly and time consuming. These observations provide an insight into how to identify the combined FCGs from the corresponding fit AMG. It is also noted that not all these classifications need to be simultaneously present in the assembly on hand.
An ACG is a group of components constrained by "against" mating conditions. The ACGs have the following characteristics: r The number of components involved can be large for complex mechanical assemblies.
r The "against" mating relationships between these components create dimensional constraints that can be used to guide the variant design of these components.
The ACGs are useful in variant design and can be classified into two categories: (i) cyclic ACG; and (ii) acyclic ACG. For each cyclic ACG, the constituent components form a loop connected by the "against" mating pairs. The physical loop corresponds to a cycle in the against AMG. For instance, the base, buffet1, bearing1, wheel, bearing2 and buffet2 form a loop which is a cyclic ACG as shown in Fig. 6 for the medium-speed wheel support assembly. The cyclic ACGs can be identified automatically from the corresponding against AMG using graph theoretic tools such as the Floyd-Warshall algorithm (Ahuja et al., 1990) which obtains a matrix of shortest path distances within O(n 3 ) time given a matrix of distances d [i, j] . An acyclic ACG is a group of components which are connected with each other through "against" mating pairs without forming a loop. The dimensional relationships of the group of components are constrained by extra dimensional specifications. For example, Fig. 7 shows an acyclic ACG of the medium-speed wheel support assembly. The extra dimensional specification of the acyclic ACG is the maximum width of the shaft Fig. 7 . Acyclic ACG. and screw coordination. For complex assembly products, there may be many acyclic ACGs. Once again, appropriate graph theoretic tools can be applied to their identification (Ahuja et al., 1990) . The designer might be asked for help in identifying the meaningful acyclic ACGs if necessary.
The CG identification procedure can be outlined as follows:
Input. The AMG.
Step 1. Decompose the AMG into a fit AMG and an against AMG.
Step 2. For the fit AMG: (i) identify combined FCGs and save the results: (ii) identify isolated FCGs and save the results.
Step 3. For the against AMG: (i) identify cyclic ACGs (using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm) and save the results; (ii) identify acyclic ACGs interactively and save the results. Output. The identified CGs.
At this point, the matching components are retrieved and stored in a format similar to the AVM and the CGs are also identified. However, the relationships between the Key Component Design Characteristics (KCDCs) and the mating features need to be obtained and the redesign cost and time need to be defined before the details of the mixedinteger programming problem can be formulated.
Relationships between the KCDCs and the mating features
To facilitate the cost and time-related evaluation, the mating relationships between assembly constituent components are modeled at the geometric or form-feature-level. Although a component is composed of features, people tend to interpret it using dimensions, tolerance and other attributes, together with the feature type. Therefore, we need to derive relationships between the mating features and the dimensions of each component. The KCDCs of a component are defined as those parameters that specify the fundamental component features such as geometry, materials, and dimensions. Researchers use different terms to represent the same concept. For example, Minis et al. (1995) use the term "critical design attributes" and the STEP AP224 Protocol uses the term "form features."
AP224 is the STEP application protocol (Anon, 1996) which specifies the requirements for the representation and exchange of information needed to define the product data necessary to manufacture single piece mechanical parts. The product data is based on existing part designs that have their shapes represented by form features.
AP224 covers the following:
1. Product data that define a single piece machined part to be manufactured. 2. Product data that cover parts manufactured by milling or turning. 3. Product data that are necessary to track down the customer order on the shop floor. 4. Product data necessary to identify the status of a part in the manufacturing process. 5. Product data necessary to track raw stock certification. 6. Product data necessary for tracking of a part design deficiency. 7. Form features that are necessary for defining shapes necessary for manufacturing.
The KCDCs may represent the shape and material of the component. However, this research focuses on those KCDCs that specify the dimensions of the component and the KCDC schema used is a subset of the STEP AP224 protocol. These KCDCs are also concerned in the direct and indirect relationships of the AMG, which is not automated at this point (see Part I).
KCDC naming schema and examples
To remain consistent with the naming taxonomy of highlevel computer languages such as C++ and Java, the naming schema of the KCDCs is designed as follows.
The name of each KCDC is composed of three parts. The first part is the name of the component with the first letter capitalized. The second part is the dimension type. In this research, the dimension types are classified into the following categories: (i) Length; (ii) Height; (iii) Width; (iv) InnerDiameter; and (v) OuterDiameter. The categories can be expanded if necessary. The third part is the sequence number of the same kind of dimensional type as that of the same component. For example, the first length KCDC of component Base is BaseLength1 as shown in Table 1 . For the purpose of demonstration and preparation for the variant design, the KCDCs for the components of the medium-speed wheel support assembly are defined and shown in Figs. 8 to 14.
Relationship between the KCDCs
The KCDCs of each component are identified and are associated with the mating features. For the medium-speed wheel support assembly, the mating features are shown in Fig. 6 of Wang et al. (2005) and the KCDCs for each constituent component are shown in Figs. 8-14 . The relationships between the KCDCs of the mating components can be classified into two categories: (i) relationships captured by the CGs encoded in the AMG; and (ii) relationships not captured by the AMG.
KCDC relationships captured by the CGs belong to the following categories: 1. One-Dimensional: all the FCGs and those ACGs in which all the mating surfaces are parallel to each other and are perpendicular to an axis of the coordinate system are termed as being one-dimensional. In this case, the relationships between KCDCs are straightforward. Figure 15(a) demonstrates the one-dimensional relationships between the KCDCs of an ACG, where d1 = d2 + d3. In the medium-speed wheel support assembly, the ACG composed of the base, buffet1, bear-ing1, wheel, bearing2 and buffet2 is a one-dimensional Fig. 10 . The KCDCs for the spacer. CG. The relationships between the involving KCDCs can be represented as BaseLength1 = Buffet1Length2 + Bearing1Length1 + WheelLength2 + Bearing2Length1 + Buffet2Length2. Equations (9) or (13) of Section 3.6 can be used to represent these relationships. 2. Two-or Three-Dimensional: Many ACGs can be two-or even three-dimensional. In this case, the two-or threedimensional ACG has to be decomposed into two or three one-dimensional ACGs and the same method developed above can be applied. The basic approach to decompose two-and three-dimensional ACGs into the corresponding one-dimensional ACGs is straightforward and can be briefly outlined as follows.
Corresponding to each component, there is a local coordinate system. Therefore, for each component, the dimension involved in the ACG can be decomposed into three subsets along the three coordinate axes in its own local coordinate system. When the components are put together to form the assembly, their local coordinate systems (location and orientation) are placed in the global coordinate system at the assembly-level. Ultimately, a two-or three-dimensional ACG of the assembly can be decomposed into (respectively, two or three) one-dimensional ACGs in the global coordinate system. Figure 15(b) shows a two-dimensional ACG and also demonstrates how it is composed into two constraint groups along the global X and Y axes. Now, the two obtained one-dimensional constraints can be represented as:
In addition to the KCDC relationships captured by the AMG in the form of CGs, there are KCDC relationships which are established due to the relative positions of a pair of mating features of the components in the global coordinate system. Figure 15 (c) shows two components that are suppose to mate. The relationships between d11 and d21, d12 and d22 are captured by the two fit mating pairs. However, the relationship between d13 and d23 is not yet captured. This kind of KCDC relationships also needs to be collected. In the variant design methodology, this category of KCDC relationships is identified and represented as extra constraints. The identification process is amenable to automation, but is designer identified in this paper for the sake of simplicity.
Redesign cost and time
Assembly variant design is based on the modification of existing mature component designs and variant design schemes are evaluated by considering the redesign cost and time incurred by the modification. Therefore, the cost and time-related information for each component in the AVM also needs to be collected.
For each similar component alternative, the original design and manufacturing cost and time and other cost and time-related information (such as material cost, assembly Traditionally, cost and time estimation methods are usually called cost estimation and they can be broadly divided into two categories according to their applicable conditions and targets.
The first category is employed when the product has been fully detailed and production is fully planned. There is a body of theory and practical experience that can be used to measure the economic needs of the design (Ostwald, 1992) which is generally used by commercial offices to foresee the appropriate price of the product. The methodologies in this category are relatively mature and courses such as engineering cost estimating, cost analysis, cost engineering, cost estimating, engineering economy, industrial analysis, and manufacturing estimating are offered in many universities. This category is usually referred to as traditional cost estimating.
The second category is used in the early product design stage when the product is not fully defined and is targeted at evaluating design features by estimating the manufacturing costs expected to be incurred by them. A literature review showed that cost estimation methods during the design stage are basically feature-based methods. Design features are evaluated by their direct effects on downstream activities and the effects are usually calculated as costs to be incurred. Although quantitative indices can be obtained, the accuracy of the estimation is hard to predict until a detailed design is finished, since the product is never completely defined until this point.
A brief literature review inspired this research to evaluate the cost and time changes at the geometric or formfeature-level. Non-feature-related factors such as factor 4 mentioned above, can be treated as fixed cost and time factors and hence one can employ traditional cost estimation methods (standard time and cost sheets) in their estimation. For the actual manufacturing cost and time changes, feature-based methods can be established for their solution. This is one of the reasons why this research models assembly mating relationships at the geometric or formfeature-level. In this research, the cost and time changes are associated with form (geometric) features and are classified into two categories; (i) fixed; and (ii) variable. The fixed redesign cost/time is the "setup" cost/time for undertaking a dimensional modification. It is invariant in the magnitude of the dimensional modification. If a perfect match is found then the fixed cost/time is zero. The variable redesign cost/time is a function of the amount of the corresponding dimensional change of associated feature(s). The fixed cost (or time) for increasing a dimension is represented by KC1 (or KT1), and for decreasing a dimension it is represented by KC2 (or KT2).
For the variable part, there are many kinds of functional relationships between the dimensional change and the cost/time change. For example, let d be the nominal dimension of a feature; δd be the dimensional change and δc and δt be the cost and time changes, respectively. Figure 16 (a-c) shows three kinds of relationships: linear, step and nonlinear. In this section, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the time and cost changes are linear with the dimensional changes of the form (geometric) features. If it is not linear, other non-linear optimization methods can be readily used but the basic idea of this research remains in place. Section 4 considers a detailed example with nonlinear cost/time changes to illustrate this point. Returning to the linear case for ease of exposition, for each KCDC of each component, let αC1 (or αT1) represent the proportional cost (or time) to increase the dimension, and αC2 (or 
(2)
Equations (1) and (2) Therefore, data about the coefficients KC1, KC2, αC1, αC2, KT1, KT2, αT1, and αT2 need to be collected for each feature of each component. Since it is not our intention to develop methods to obtain reasonable values for these coefficients, these values are assumed to be readily available and are stored in a company database. Certainly, the values may vary from company to company and from component to component. The database can also be extended in the dimension of the nominal value, such that modification coefficients are available for each nominal dimension. We recognize that this data collection is non-trivial in that it requires a significant amount of effort, nevertheless, this would be recovered by the automated evaluation power of the variant design methodology on repeated use.
Mixed-integer programming formulation
The basic approach to perform the variant design is to formulate the variant design of each CG as either a linear or non-linear Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) problem and then combine them to form a comprehensive optimization problem for the variant design of the entire assembly product.
Formulating the variant design of a FCG as a MIP
The variant design of a FCG can be formulated as the following MIP.
= the mating feature of component i involved in the FCG; l = type of dimensional changes, where l = 1 means an increase and l = 2 means a decrease.
Variables: n = number of components in the FCG; a i = number of alternatives to component i; f i = number of mating features of component i; ω, 1 − ω = weights of redesign cost and time (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1); KC ijk i l , αC ijk i l = fixed and variable cost coefficients incurred by dimensional change l for the jth alternative of component i, which is associated with feature k i ; KT ijk i l , αT ijk i l = fixed and variable time coefficients incurred by dimensional change l for the jth alternative of component i, which is associated with feature k i ; Fig. 17 . Building the system. (1) implies factor for increase in dimension and (2) implies factor for decrease in dimension.
Objective:
subject to:
Binary:
Bounds:
In this formulation, Equation (3) is the objective function which minimizes the weighted redesign costs and times incurred by the dimensional changes. When ω = 0, the entire emphasis is on redesign time, whereas when ω = 1, the entire emphasis is on redesign cost. The designer can select an appropriate value 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1 to appropriately weight both criteria (see also Section 4.2). Constraint (4) guarantees that one and only one alternative of each component is selected. Constraints (5) and (6) guarantee that the dimensional changes no matter it is increased or decreased are non-negative. Constraints (7) and (8) ensure that, for the dimension associated with each feature of a component, it is either modified or is a perfect match. Constraint (9) sets up the dimensional relationships within each constraint group. Equation (10) identifies the binary variables. Finally, Equations (11) and (12) claim the bounds for those real value decision variables.
Formulating the variant design of an ACG as a MIP
No matter how many components are involved in an FCG, the structure of it can be taken as one-dimensional because the center lines of all the mating features are aligned. However, the structure of an ACG may be very complex as discussed in Section 3.3. In this paper, we limit our attention to one-dimensional ACGs. Two-and three-dimensional ACGs can be decomposed into onedimensional ACGs and then the same method can be employed.
The procedure of formulating the variant design of an ACG as an optimization program is similar to that of a FCG. The only difference lies in the representation of the relationships between the involved dimensions. For a FCG, the involved dimensions should be equal to each other as shown in Equation 13. In an ACG, the involved dimensions form a loop. As a result, the sum of some of the involved dimensions are equal to the sum of the remaining dimensions which is represented as the following equation in which d ik i is the dimension of the ith component which is associated with feature k i .
Summary of system design and use
This section summarizes the modules involved in building a system that embodies the assembly variant design system methodology. This is presented in the flowchart of Fig. 17 . Once the system has been built, it can be used repeatedly to conduct variant design activities in response to varying customer specifications. During use, the system can benefit from the diverse components available in the distributed databases of the agile manufacturing environment. Repeated use of the system is summarized in the flowchart of Fig. 18 . It is important to indicate that building the system is a one-time activity, whose efforts can be recovered easily by repeated use of the system for proliferating multiple variants rapidly.
Software implementation and results

Software development
The assembly variant design methodology developed in Section 3 has been implemented in C++ on the PC/Linux platform. The similar components and corresponding AMGs are taken as input. Then the CGs are identified and finally the variant design process is formulated as a (non-)linear MIP problem which is then solved using Cplex (Anon, 2003) . Since the weighted sum optimization method has been used to gage the impact of redesign cost and time, different combinations of the weight of redesign cost and time have been tested. 
Examples and results
In this section, the variant design of the medium-speed wheel support assembly has been formulated as a Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program (MIQP). The process begins with specifying the time and cost coefficients as well as nominal dimensions of each component. For simplicity, these are generated randomly. For the time and cost coefficients, the nominal values are different from component to component, similar to the nominal dimensions of each component. Let nv be the nominal values for either the time and cost coefficients or the nominal dimensions, the range of the random numbers generated can be expressed as U (nv − a, nv + b) . Since there are too many tables of the time and cost coefficients for each alternative of each component, they are omitted in this paper. Details may be found in Wang (2001) . Table 2 presents the representative values for the buffet1. Furthermore, to illustrate the methodology on a non-linear cost and time relationship, a quadratic relationship is considered for the changes in outer diameters of the shaft, buffet1 and buffet2. All other changes are assumed to be linear. In the demonstration, it is assumed that the number of alternatives for the shaft, spacer1, base, buffet1, bear-ing1, wheel, bearing2, buffet2, spacer2 and screw are 3,2,3,2,2,3,2,2,2, and 2, respectively. Although the number of alternatives for each component is quite small, there are 1728 possible assembly design schemes.
Tables 3-12 specify the nominal dimensions of the related KCDCs of each alternative of the components. In these tables, the first column indicates the alternative whereas the remaining columns indicate the dimensions of the related KCDCs.
The optimization model obtained was a MIQP which was solved using the MIQP solver of Cplex 9.0 using the "optimize" function. Cplex MIQP solver can be used in cases when the coefficient matrix of quadratic terms is positive semi-definite for minimization problems (i.e., convex quadratic minimization problems) or negative semi-definite for maximization problems (i.e., concave quadratic maximization problems). The results are shown in the following sections. When ω is set to 0.5, the optimal solution is obtained in 4198.42 seconds with an objective function of 69.475. The alternative component selection and the final dimensions for each component are shown in Table 13 in which the perfect original matching dimensions are underlined.
When ω is set to one and zero respectively, the optimal solutions were obtained in 3720.78 and 2112.97 seconds with an objective function of 66.379 and 65.69 respectively. The alternative selection and the final dimensions for each component are shown in Tables 14 and 15 in which the perfect original matching dimensions are marked with underlines.
Analysis
In this research, the weighted sum method has been used to generate the optimal assembly design. In the above numeric examples, three scenarios have been implemented. When ω = 0.5 then both the time and cost factors are taken into consideration with equal weights. When ω = 1, only the redesign cost is considered and when ω = 0, only the redesign time is considered. The examples demonstrate that the optimal design scheme can be obtained in a reasonable time (ranging from 35 to 70 minutes) for this prototypical problem. When the redesign cost and time factors are set to different weights, the obtained optimal design schemes are possibly different. This provides the flexibility to the designer or the product manager. Now, let us interpret the numerical results by answering the following questions.
r For each component, why does one alternative get selected over another?
r When the ω weight is changed, why does something else get selected?
Why does one alternative get selected over another?
The redesign cost/time are distinguished into two categories: (i) a fixed (setup); and (ii) a proportional cost/time both of which are expressed in Equations (1) and (2). For each KCDC associated with the mating feature(s), the redesign cost/time is equal to zero if it is a perfect match which means that the original KCDC value happens to be the same as the optimal value in the corresponding assembly design. However, each dimensional modification is penalized by a setup cost/time coefficient and a proportional coefficient. As a result, the optimizer used to solve the compounded MIQP problem drives the optimal assembly design scheme to the original KCDC values of the constituent components as much as it can since the objective is to minimize the overall weighted redesign cost and time incurred by the dimensional changes. As a result, an alternative with matching dimension(s) is selected if there is (are) perfect matching dimension(s). Otherwise, an alternative with fewer weighed dimensional changes is selected. Let us take the variant design of the medium-speed wheel support assembly with ω = 0.5 as an example. Six-out-of-10 components have some matching dimensions in the optimal assembly design. Therefore, the alternative selection tends to favor those components. For example, the first dimension of alternative 1 of the screw is a perfect match, hence alternative 1 is selected. For the shaft, the first and third dimension of alternative 2 are matching dimensions, hence alternative 2 is selected over the other two alternatives.
For the two alternatives of bearing1, they have no matching dimensions. However, the overall dimensional changes for the first alternative (8.843 − 7.416 + 10.942 − 10.402 + 20.858 − 20.623 = 2.2) is less than that of the second alternative (8.997 − 7.416 + 10.402 − 10.053 + 20.858 − 20.563 = 2.22). Therefore, the first alternative is selected. This is only a simple way to explain the decisionmaking process when there are no matching dimensions. Actually, these dimensional changes should be multiplied by corresponding cost and time coefficients and then should be weighted before the decision can be made. Since the overall redesign cost of the second alternative is less than that of the first one, the second alternative is selected. Similarly, when ω = 0, only redesign time is considered. The incurred redesign times of the two alternatives are calculated as follows: Since the overall redesign time of the first alternative is less than that of the second, the first alternative is selected. This numerical example shows that different alternatives of a component are selected when the weights of redesign cost and time change because the weighted redesign effort is changed in different situations. The above example demonstrates how these decision choices are made. A closer observation of the situation allows us to quickly estimate the result. There are two specific features of the scenario shown in the above example:
r There are no perfect matching original dimensions. r The redesign cost coefficients of the first alternative are much larger than those of the second alternative.
Based on these observations, we can easily conclude that the second alternative will be selected when only the redesign costs are considered and the first alternative will be selected when only the redesign times are concerned without precise calculation.
Discussion
In this paper, only the incurred redesign cost and time are considered in the variant design process. This forms the backbone of the variant design methodology. Whenever necessary, it can be enhanced by taking more aspects of interest to a designer or customer into consideration by collecting more data and by modifying the objective function. For example, the normal cost and time of each component can be added to the objective function if they are important to a designer's decision-making process. Similarly, similarity match can also be added to the objective function if each of the component alternatives represents a different degree of matching to a customer's specifications. The variant design methodology will serve as an engine into which a designer can feed such cost, similarity match or profitability information s(he) has an interest in and get the optimal redesigns they desire.
In addition to various cost criteria, a customer might have some permissible "limits" on cost or redesign time. The mathematical programming model is quite flexible and will easily incorporate such issues as constraints. Other design constraints such as parameter limits (e.g., minimal shaft diameter) can also be readily included in the model.
Conclusions and further work
In this research, a framework for generating new assembly variant design schemes based on mature component designs that might be dispersed at geographically distributed partner sites has been developed. The assembly variant design methodology elaborated in this research caters for the demands created by the agile manufacturing paradigm.
The intention of this research is to advance the scope of variant design from a single component or a set of piece parts into complex assembled products. This requires the development of a new variant design methodology. The assembly variant design methodology developed in this research is tightly coupled with the proposed assembly modeling concept proposed in Wang et al. (2005) . The assembly variant design is initiated by customer needs which are then decomposed into requirements at the component level. The search and retrieval of matching components are performed using an AVM. Then CGs are identified by manipulating the corresponding AMG. The variant design is finally formulated as a (non-)linear MIP problem. The generated MIP can be solved using a standard solver which demonstrates the efficiency of the methodology. For larger and more complex assemblies, math-programming-based heuristics can be employed if the computational times exceed permissible levels.
In conclusion, the theoretical contribution of this study can be outlined as follows. A framework that facilitates the generation of new assembly designs based on mature component designs which may be distributed at different partner sites has been developed. A complementary assembly modeling concept is proposed which is finally instantiated as the hierarchical assembly model or AVM and relational assembly model or AMG. These models can be used to expedite the application of assembly variant design, assembly planning and disassembly planning. Also, a variant design methodology that advances the variant design scope to complex assemblies is implemented.
This work can be extended by considering the following points. Although a complementary assembly modeling concept is proposed and AVM and AMG are developed, our attention is focused on how to organize assembly-related information so that assembly applications such as assembly variant design, assembly planning and disassembly planning can be expedited. The research can be extended by developing methods or procedures to automatically generate the AVM and AMG from heterogeneous databases. For simplicity, the scalarization method is used to generate the optimal assembly designs. In future research, the redesign cost and time can be taken as competitive factors so that utility theory or game theory can be exploited. Finally we are dealing with the variant design of complex assemblies which necessitates a considerable amount of geometric information. It would be nice to have a variant design environment in which the variant design process can be visualized. Virtual reality technology has the potential to achieve this goal.
